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Project Introduction
ELDEN KNIGHTS is a crypto P2E project founded and supported by seasoned Developers and
Influencers. It is our honor to share with you our exciting, evolutionary plan to develop - with help
of our great community - the biggest and most addicitve NFT game  – Elden Knights. Powered by
Ethereum, it utilizes the nonfungible characteristics of ERC721 to represent a decentralized
ownership of playable characters and in-game assets. The game runs on a play to earn model
that rewards player for their time and progress with $KNIGHTS token,which can be traded
for/from other crypto assets, and used within its ecosystem to trade in-gameassets among the
players.
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The mistical Island Elvoy lies in the hidden valley. It is home to the most unique creatures,
resources and powers. The Citizens have lived in peace for many centuries, isolated from the
nefarious powers looming the Land. However, everything is about to change for the worse. Dark
Lord Kaiden and his army have grown stronger by the day. With the goal of conquering the
Metaverse, they took aim at Elvoy for the missing piece of the puzzle in their conquest. Deep in
the Village Temple, the Orb of Kitera resides. Legend has it, the sphere is the power source of
the entire Metaverse, anyone who awakens the orb will be granted unlimited strength. Lord
Kaiden will truly be unstoppable if he succeeds. The main objective of the game will be to
become an unstoppable warrior, through training and farming activities. And ultimately defeat
Lord Kaiden and his entourages to bring peace to Elvoy. Players will receive their in-game
character 1:1 with the purchase of an NFT. Each character is unique in both appearance and
base stats. Upon receiving their character in Elvoy, a player will be able to train their skills,
upgrade their weapons and gears, and craft boosts to use for PVP. Along the development
journey, with each achievement and win, they are rewarded with $KNIGHTS token. ELDEN
KNIGHTS, at its core, will be an advanced Play to Earn Game developed and supported by
Veteran Developers and Influencers. It will be built to deliver fluid actions and stunning
animations parallels player experience to any AAA titles. The benefit of crypto gaming offers the
player the unique ability to take full control of their assets and influence the development of the
game. The money invested in the game is never a sunk cost as opposed to traditional games, a
player will be able to simply sell their character and assets in our NFT Marketplace for our token
in order to exit. The project combines elements of DeFi and NFT Gaming to create the most
advanced RPG Game Yet! Join us on our journey to develop the most wonderfully crafted story
and NFT Gaming mechanics that unlocks tons of possibilites to earn a living by playing your
favourite game.

Game Overview
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Players will be  able to train their characters and upon successfully
completing each level, rewards in the forms of $KNIGHTS token and in-
game items will be awarded. In-game item can be sold and traded in the
Marketplace.

In-game crafting mechanism will allow the players to create in-game items
after gathering the required inputs. Craftable items include gears,
weapons and accessories, which all can be traded in the marketplace.

With each win in either PVP or Event based battles, players will be 
 awarded rare in-game items as well as $KNIGHTS tokens. PVP battles
will include a wager function, observers will be able to place bets on their
favorite fighters, similar to traditional sport bets. Battle reward items are
tradable amongst players in the marketplace.

Successfully defending their title and rank on several pre-established
timeline(week/month/all-time) will yield the player a handsome reward in
the forms of $KNIGHTS token or unique in-game assets through airdrop.
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Genesis NFT
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There will only be a total of 2222 Genesis NFT, they are created with the state-of-the-art designs
that will be implemented in game. Each NFT holder will receive the following benefits:

Access to DAO
The DAO will be controlled by each Genesis NFT owner and in turn extend control
of 10% of total raised funds. Elvoy DAO will incorporate voting structure to truly
shape the future of the project in a decentralized manor. Such decisions will
include marketing campaigns, game development, partnerships, subsequent NFT
minting, fund usage and so on.

NFT Lending
The true beauty of NFT ownership and power of Web3. We present you an
alternative method to generate passive income on NFTs when the owners are not
playing the game. The lending will take place between 2 parties on our NFT
Lending Platform, where lenders and borrowers select the duration. The fee to
borrow is determined by availability and terms, while the security deposit is based
on the multiple values of the NFT.

Additional NFT & $KNIGHTS Airdrop
Prior to the release of the game, a snapshot will be taken and free pet/companion
NFTs will be airdropped to the NFT holders. Airdrop of $KNIGHTS token (in-game
currency) will also be conducted in the same manner. 

Exclusive Merchandise
ELDEN  branded merch will be available for the public. However, we save the best
for our NFT holders only. In additions to the typical clothing, graphics, mugs and
so on. We are also planning on creating figurines that is designed to mimic each
NFT. Proceeds will be allocated to the Community Trust Fund.

Value Appreciation
Both features are designed to incentivize NFT hodling. A 6% fee applies to each
NFT transaction after fair mint. Of which 2% is redistributed to the holders while
the other 2% is used to fund the NFT floor sweeping repurchase program and 2%
goes towards the Community Trust Fund. We anticipate there will be significant
appreciation on the value of NFTs.

Play2Earn Game Access
Only the Genesis NFT owners can access Elvoy, the play2earn game, initially.
Genesis NFT holder are the only people that can create additional tradable user
keys for the game in the future.



Awards to players in reaching milestones and participations P2E: (40%) 

Trading liquidity & launchpad fees
Marketing & Exchange
(20%) 

Tokens allocated to public Public: (10%) 

Staking funds with high APY Staking: (20%) 

Vested Private Sale with Key Partners Private Sale: (10%) 

LP: 3% 

Marketing :  3%

Game Development 3%

There will be no play to earn functionality without the implementation of an in-game currency. $
ELDEN is an ERC20 standard token that connects the P2E, Governance, Marketplace, NFT
transaction, and purchase of player character from Genesis NFT holders. $ KNIGHTS will act as
the medium of exchange within the ecosystem.  After release of the game,  it can be used to
award player for their achievements, PVP participations, occupying leaderboards as well as
transacting in-game assets through the Marketplace. $KNIGHTS token not only powers the entire
ecosystem but also can be a lucrative source of real-world income for the players, therefore it is
critical that we take extra caution in developing its tokenomics

$KNIGHTS  Token
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Marketing &
Exchange (20%) 

P2E: (40%) Private Sale: (10%) 

Staking: (20%) 

Public: (10%) 

Transaction Tax



Roadmap
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NFT Cloud Storage Solution
NFTs finalisation and dApp
intergration
Social Media and Team finalization                                                            

Game Development
Influencer Marketing
Youtube Coverage
Token Fairlaunch and NFT Mint
Event
NFT Marketplace Launch                      

Commercialization & Partnerships
Additional research and
Development
Further game development and
Beta Launch
Global CEX Listings
Updated Roadmap Release                            

NFT lending Contract & platform
reveal
DAO Finalization
ELDEN KNIGHTS Game Alpha
Release
Mainstream Article features
Strategic Collaborations and CEX
Listings                                                  

AwakeningAwakening

BattleBattle

VictoryVictory

InvasionInvasion


